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TURIN DAMAGE

Industrial damage to Turin, the important armament and railway centre in

Northern Italy, was very extensive even before the strong raid by Bomber Command

last Friday night. This is confined by photographs which have now been

scrutinised and evidence from other equally reliable sources.

Our reconnaissance pilots have made two flights over Turin during the last

few days but adverse weather prevented them from securing satisfactory pictures

on which to assess the damage inflicted by our pilots on Friday night.

It is. now known that as the result of the raid on the night of Friday,
November 20/21, the population lost their nerve and the morale of the authorities

was seriously affected. Throughout the next day and night there was a panic
evacuation from the city. The authorities could not restore order until throe

days later. Casualties were high, and the railway services, with very few

exceptions, were interrupted for a period of nearly 48 hours.

In the industrial districts of the town, reconnaissance photographs reveal

many areas of devastation, including one of 40 acres and another of 22 acres.

It is estimated that in the districts where the damage is most concentrated

nearly 120 acres have been seriously affected by high explosive bombs and fire,
and many factories engaged on the production of war material have been severely

damaged.

Here are some details of damage;-

INDUSTRIAL

The Fiat Mirafiore Works, opened by Mussolini in 1920, and now believed to

be manufacturing machine tools, lorries, tanks and aero-engines

The main block of workshops has been hitby two heavy bombs. One destroyed
the roof and roof-girders and the multi-storey bay on the E.S.E. side of the building,
over an area of 100 foot by 50 feet.

It can be seen that one of the bombs penetrated further than the top storey,
while the roof of the main body of the building hasbeen destroyed over an area of

60 x 50 feet.

The other bomb destroyed one-and-a-half bays covering areas of 220 feet x 50 foot

and 100 feet x 50 feet. On the south-east side of the works an administrative building

with many storeys has received a direct hit, and the roof has collapsed over on area

of 50 feet x 50 feet.

About 400 square yards of the roof in another workshop has been destroyed.

The north-west end of the track, and what is probably a servicing and refuelling

area, has been hit.

Fiat Railway Workshop and Timber Yard. Three buildings, part of another building,
and stacks of timber, covering an area of four and half acres have been destroyed by fire.

Fiat Motor Works (believe to be making lorries and engines for the Ansaldo eight-
ton tank). A direct hit by a heavy calibre bomb has demolished the main building over

an area of a quarter-acre and caused severe damage by blast over a wider area.

Fiat hero Engine Works (believed to manufacture metal castings, lorries, tractors

and tanks). The test track on the roof of the building has been hit at the north-end

and has been destroyed over half its width.

The building beneath has also-been severely damaged.

The store yard east of the works buildings has also been hit, causing considerable

damage to stocks of material.
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Unione Tulleand Lace Factory.

Three large sheds, 240 X 50 ft., 200 X 40 ft., and 260 x 50 ft., and three

small sheds havebeen gutted.

Paravia Head Office (Publishers and Printers)

The main buildings have been gutted. Four adjacent industrial buildings
have also been gutted.

Moro-Service (Plastics)

Eight bays of a nine-bay shed, seven bays of a thirteen-bay shed, and a small

eight-bay shed have all been gutted, the damaged buildings covering about 1 acre.

State Railway Workshops (Repairs and rolling stock and believed to manufacture

military equipment)
The main building received a direct hit, destroying it over an area of about

3/5ths of an acre.

Small buildings have been gutted and blast has damaged a number of neighbouring
buildings.

Nebiolo (printing Machine Works)

The main building, covering an area of approximately 1,400 square yards, has

been gutted. A high explosive bomb has almost completely destroyed a large

workshop.

Ceirano Motor Works

Two bombs have destroyed about 550 square yards of roofing, damaging the

machinery below.

One shed 200 feet long and corner buildings in the factory premises have been

almost completely destroyed, and there are two craters in the factory yard. Blast

damage to roofs caused by these bombs covers an area of nearly fifteen acres.

Snia Viscosa Textile Factory

The main building about 360 X 400 ft., has been seriously damaged by fire,

5/8ths of it being destroyed.

The north-east part of the works, has also been damaged by fire.

Mazzonis Cotton Weaving Mill

A direct hit in the centre of the mill has made a hole in the roof 200 X 230 ft.

Fiat Steel Works (Producing special electric furnace steel for aero-engines)

The north-east comer of a building 310 X 370 ft. has been damaged.

One building 150 X 100 ft. has been gutted.

The roof of one bay of a thirteen-bay building has been stripped.

Inter-Regional Telephone Company

East end of central offices severely damaged.

MILITARY

Artillery Barracks -

One block, 260 X 50 ft. almost completely gutted by fire: part of another

block gutted and damaged by fire to the end of a further block.

Cavalry Barracks -

Several buildings damaged by blast.

Bella Cernaia Barracks -

Two bombs have fallen near the east and west ends of the buildings.

Pietro Micca Barracks -

A crater is visible at the west end of the buildings.

COMMUNICATIONS AND RAILWAY PROPERTY

Porta Susa Station (Centre of Turin) -

Two long sheds in the goods yard have been damaged, one destroyed by fire

Over an area of 100 X 60 ft.

Porta Nuova Station (Turin East) -

A long shed has been partly destroyed and debris is visible on the track.

A long shed built over a single track has been three-parts destroyed.

Another shed has been demolished over an area of 240 X 35 ft.
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